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FOREWORD
By Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Dear Friends and Readers

Therefore, I have compiled and translated many of the
available documents in my new book: Qigong Meditation Embryonic Breathing.

A Critic’s Brief Book Review

F

rom the time we were born, we have been brainwashed (or educated) about human society and
have learned the differences between happiness
and sadness, love and hate, glory and dignity, etc. Gradually, we become part of the human emotional matrix.
As we grow older, we are gradually separated from
nature (Dao). After becoming a part of this emotional
matrix, we tend to live within its boundaries and succumb
to its vice-like grip on our minds. Thus our conscious mind
(matrix mind) grows stronger each day while the subconscious mind (truthful mind) is gradually ignored. Eventually, we become “stuck” in the emotional mud and soon
begin to experience stress and pain. There were many people in the past that awoke from this emotional nightmare
and searched for the true meaning of life. They learned how
to cultivate their subconscious mind and make it stronger.
Slowly they learned how to free themselves from the
human emotional mud.
In Buddhist society it is believed that as long as you
have a pure and sincere subconscious truthful mind, you
have a lotus seed locked inside of it. Through meditation,
you learn how to reduce the emotional stress and gradually sever the connection with the human matrix. When this
occurs, the subconscious mind grows and the seed begins
to bud. After a long meditation session, the lotus seed continues to grow until it has emerged from the emotional
mud. The dirtier the mud, the stronger and bigger the lotus
seed will grow. Finally, the lotus flower blooms.
When you meditate on these beautiful flowers and look
beneath each one, you will see that human pain and suffering still remains.
Once you pry yourself out of the mud, you’ll see the sky
and not only will you be in contact with nature but become
a part of it. The isolation (mud) has been washed away.
Isn’t this really what the meaning of life is all about? Or
should we continue to wallow in the mud and after death
become part of the mud without ever having known the
true meaning of life. Since I was sixteen, I have been searching for the truth of our inner beings. After more than forty
years of pondering and studying, I have finally realized
that the majority of these same questions have been studied
in the past by Chinese Qigong society.

Qigong Meditation Embryonic Breathing
By Yang Jwing-Ming

ISBN 1-886969-73-6

Price $29.95

T

he form of Chinese meditation called Qigong is
based upon the fundamental lessons of internal
Elixir Qigong, and the first step in learning this process
is to absorb Embryonic Breathing theory and techniques
long kept secret within Buddhist monasteries. Dr. Yang
translates and discusses most of the documents available
on this arcane process, providing a summary of the practice and an important analysis of the breathing technique
essential to the study of this ancient Buddhist discipline.
An essential key to understanding.
Pay attention to your breath. So often, this sentence
is the only guidance given regarding the importance of
the breath during relaxation and meditation practice,
especially in the West. In his new book, Qigong Meditation, Dr. Yang explains this sentence, as he instructs
Embryonic Breathing, the missing key to modern meditation practice. These Qigong breathing techniques and
Qi energy circulation practices are an essential part of
sitting meditation, as it was taught in ancient times.
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MARTIAL ARTS

RESPECT IN THE CYBER DOJO
BY MICHAEL ROSENBAUM

“Hardly more than a handful genuinely considered
duels socially beneficial, although some apologists
claimed that the prospect of dueling forced gentlemen
to be more careful of their language and cautious in
their actions.”
Bertram White Brown

n Webster’s New World Dictionary
the word respect is defined as; “A
state of being held in honor or esteem [to have
respect for a great artist]” or “consideration;
courteous regard [to have respect for the feelings
of others].” To have respect for someone
does not always mean that you agree with
their views. During World War II, General
George Patton did not hold any warm and
tender feelings for German Field Marshall
Irwin Rommel aka, The Desert Fox. However, Patton respected Rommel’s battlefield
knowledge so much that he studied his
book on tank warfare and applied those Motobu
lessons he learned from it.
In the annals of karate’s history, Choki Motobu was not
well liked by many of his peers, but they all respected his
fighting prowess. According to some, Motobu was more at
home in the midst of a brawl than he was within the confines of his own household. Here is what famed Okinawan
Karate Master Shoshin Nagamine said about Motobu:
“Motobu Choki’s training was without question fanatical,
and his ability clearly indicated the merits of such a regimen.” (Nagamine p. 94)
When I began my Isshinryu training in 1976, the transmission of the system’s teachings was done by first hand
example. Your instructor(s) demonstrated a technique, told
you how it was to be used and then watched you practice

I
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the technique until they felt that you could execute it with
some degree of proficiency. However at any given time
your sensei would never stop to correct you if the technique
was being performed poorly and these “corrections” could
prove to be quite humbling at times. They were done
though with your development as a karate-ka in mind and
no matter how much you may have resented them you still
held a sense of respect for your instructor due to their time
spent studying karate.
Yet despite the formality and tradition found within the
dojo it was not uncommon for karate-ka to disagree upon a
techniques execution or a katas performance. These disagreements could at times lead to heated debates, and
sometimes even more heated sparring sessions during
which time, blood was spilled and bruises were inflicted.
Still the combatants managed to walk away from these
affairs of honor with respect for one another despite their
differences.
More than a quarter of a century has passed since I first
started Isshinryu and in that time frame the means to transmit information about karate has dramatically increased. As
of now there are well over 40 books that have been published about Isshinryu Karate all of which
are unique in their own way and contribute
greatly in helping karate-ka to have a better
understanding of Isshinryu. In addition to
these books, various videos have been produced many of which capture some of Isshinryu’s leading practitioners on film so that
we can all benefit from their insights and
years of training.
With advances in communications technology one of the more popular methods of
transmitting and gathering information
today is via the Internet. Many martial arts
organizations now have web sites, which
offer a tremendous amount of information
about clinics, seminars, tournaments, kata and techniques
all of which are quite literally within the reach of a persons
fingertips. In addition to this, many of these web sites also
have message boards and chat rooms where karate-ka can
log on to a web site and exchange opinions and information
about the martial arts with others who in some cases may be
thousands of miles away.
At times those exchanging information will know one
another; on other occasions they will not. The level of experience of those posting messages depends upon the individual. Some may have upwards to twenty or thirty years
training while others may have as much as only three
months of karate time under their belt.

MARTIAL ARTS
Being both a librarian and a writer I often consult the
Internet to aid library patrons seeking information, or for
myself while researching a book. At times these searches
can yield very valuable information. In others, however, the
information found pertaining to a subject can be very misleading. This is because of improper research by the web
site’s host, or because someone decided to express their
viewpoint which, although taken as fact by many who read
it, is still misleading due to a lack of understanding about
the subject matter.
This can and does happen on karate message boards,
cyber dojos as I call them, where often one persons opinions
are taken as fact by others who have very little if any knowledge about the subject being discussed. Unfortunately this
transmission of miss-information is now being taken one
step further to the point of character assassination by some
who wish to tarnish the image
of others. Sadly enough, these,
slanderous statements are often
taken as truth by those who
read them. Internet slander is
both a vile and detestable thing,
which shows no respect for anyone, nor their contributions or
sacrifices.
For many Karate-ka, Master
Harold Long was known as
Long
both a legend and at times a
very outspoken individual within the ranks of Isshinryu
karate. Growing up in East Tennessee during the depression, he joined the Marine Corps in 1949 and then fought at
the battle of the Chosin Reservoir during the Korean War. In
this bloody battle, the 1st Marine Division, accompanied by
Royal British Marines and US Army Infantry units, were cut
off from reinforcements, outnumbered and surrounded by
Chinese Communist forces. This battle took place during
the dead of winter with temperatures dropping well below
zero in rugged mountainous terrain. Surrender was not an
option for the Leathernecks because to do so would have
meant certain death. Yet, despite these enormous odds, the
Marines fought their way out of that hellhole, killing a large
number of the enemy in the process.
It was a battle, considered by many, to be one of the
toughest and bloodiest ever fought in Marine Corps history. More than 3,500 First Marine Division troops were killed
or wounded. The First Marine Divisions Commanding
General Oliver P. Smith said this about the Chosin battle:
“Retreat Hell, we’re just attacking in another direction.” Such
was the courage and esprit de corps of the Marines at the

Chosin Reservoir.
After Korea in 1956, Long was stationed on Okinawa
where he began studying Isshinryu under the tutelage of
the systems founder, Tatsuo Shimabuku. Upon being discharged from the Marine Corps he returned to East Tennessee in 1959 and began teaching Isshinryu. Because of his
efforts as well as those of other notable Isshinryu pioneers,
Isshinryu karate became widely known throughout North
America.
In addition to his teaching career Long’s fighting
prowess was well known by many. In his prime he was tall,
muscular and lean, with techniques that snapped much the
same as a bullwhip when thrown and proved to be very
devastating to those unfortunate enough to be struck by
them. Shortly before he died in 1998, Harold Long had
devoted more than 40 years of his life to the martial arts and
was a cornerstone in the teaching and transmission of Isshinryu within the United States.
Despite his numerous achievements and a life-time
devoted to Isshinryu karate, Long’s name fell prey to the
dark shadow of miss-information and character assassination that haunts many cyber dojos today. Within a few short
posts he was accused, tried and convicted by a belligerent
group of individuals hiding behind keyboards, who would
listen to neither reason nor fact.
When facts were presented that strongly contradicted
the accusations made against Long, they were quickly dismissed as being half-truths by the very individuals who
sought to spread their own brand of miss-information. In
short, the whole affair erupted. Because the checks and balances of civility (which are so often present during a oneon-one exchange) were removed (the anonymity found on
the Internet), the reputation of a man who had served not
only the Isshinryu community but the United States of
America during the Korean War was slandered in a most
disrespectful way.
Conversely, Harold Long is not the only person to suffer from Internet slander within the Isshinryu community.
Isshinryu pioneer A.J. Advincula, has also been accused
and tried by the same faceless, nameless electronic cyberjocks. Advincula, much like Harold Long, is also a combat
veteran. He served during the Vietnam War, and retired
from the Marine Corps after a very distinguished career.
Advincula’s martial arts career spans half a century and his
contributions to the growth and spread of Isshinryu Karate
have been many.
Long and Advincula are just two examples of a trend
that has become very commonplace on many chat boards
today where other well-known and respected martial artists
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have suffered character assassinations. In fact, with the
popularity of these “virtual dojos” some practitioners now
consider themselves “martial artists par excellence” via
their cyber skills instead of those gained by training time
spent on the heavy bag or in the ring with a real opponent.
This is a dangerous illusion for both the cyber-warrior and
those they criticize from their secure virtual dojos.
By basing one’s martial skill and knowledge on a virtual illusion they ignore the human experience that is so critical for proper martial development. By passing judgment
on people, that is based only on message board meandering, they dispense further half-truths which are not so easily corrected.
In this Internet age, cyber-dojos are often considered
hallowed halls of learning. In truth they are nothing more
than virtual illusions, which rank a very distant second
place when compared to the very personal and time honored method of transmitting martial arts from teacher to
student in the real dojo. They are however a fact of life, and
the positive aspects of the Internet far outweigh the negative.
Even with the Internet and its impact on today’s martial
arts world there are certain lessons to be learned from our
training just as it has always been throughout history.
Respect is one of them! You should always show respect
for someone and their feelings. Be it in their presence, be it
while conversing about them with another person, and
especially while posting a message in the Cyber dojo. Without respect, the foundation upon which the practice of
Karate-do or any other fighting art rests is seriously weakened, and any sense of martial morality begins to dissolve
only to be replaced by debauchery, greed and ignorance. We
should never forget that respect encompasses many things,
but without it we have nothing except for the illusion of
honor.

Rosenbaum began his Isshinryu training in 1976. He is the author of: Okinawa’s Complete Karate System: Isshinryu (YMAA 2001) and: The
Fighting Arts: Their Evolution From Secret Societies To Modern
Times (YMAA 2002). Look for Michaels newest book Kata and the
Transmission of Knowledge (YMAA 2004) available in October.

Two For the Price of One
Calendar could be a collector’s item
By Don Ethan Miller

S

everal Years ago, I began teaching a Tai Chi Workshop entitled Modeling the Masters. I brought photographs of some of the great and best-known masters of
the last century - Yang Cheng Fu, Cheng Man Ching, Chen
Fa Ke as well as some modern masters still actively teaching
—William Chen, Liang Qing Ya, Chen Xiao Wang. We
examined and discussed each of the pictures, as a group,
sharing our perceptions of each master's posture, energy,
intent, emotional state, martial and spiritual attainments. It

Yang Cheng Fu

The front leg roots into the earth, the rear leg presses
forwards and upwards. The legs, waist and back are
one unit.
(photographer unknown)
was fascinating to see how much information, and on so
many levels, we were able to discern by studying and
absorbing the images.
Then we went further, attempting to precisely emulate
the postures as done in the photos — not just the physical
positions, but, as much as possible. The mental states,
awareness, feeling and energy of each masters’ captured
moment. Without fail, we were able to at least “taste” the
unique quality of each master, and in some cases actually
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feel something of their essence passing into us. It was unexpectedly powerful and inspiring.
“It’s as if,” one of the participants said, “the masters
want to transmit their knowledge to us. They’re just waiting
for us to see them.”
In the spirit of “really seeing,” Miller’s calendar was
born. He said it is not merely his belief, but to his knowledge based on experience, that feelings, energy and information of great value can be transmitted through pictures;
especially when the viewer is encouraged, as Nicos
Kazantzakis writes in the Saviors of God; Spiritual Exercises,
to “Dig deeper! What do you see?”
Miller said that he and designer Vadim Goretsky feel
that their project was born of a deep love for Tai Chi Chuan.
“This art has miraculously survived the centuries to
flow into the bodies, the psyches and the lives of so many of
us in a land and culture vastly different from the places of
its origin. It is a great antidote to the stress, anger, anxiety,
complexity and rapid technological changes of the modern
world.”
Asked what it was like collaborating on the (calendar)
project with Miller, Goretsky said it was a great pleasure
and a learning experience. “Don is also my Sifu and a
friend. As a Tai Chi teacher, he draws on a wide range of
inspiring disciplines to combine spiritual, martial and healing aspects of the art in his approach. Since he is a poet and
a writer, Don is especially adept at elucidating the intangible in a concrete way.”
Goretsky is extremely confident that anyone who has
already purchased the calendar will appreciate his (Miller’s)
unique ability by reading the vivid poetic texts accompanying the images. Not to be overlooked are the families of the
masters and photographers who have shared their treasures
and aided in research.
“Conversations with our advisors,” added Goretsky,
“were a particularly rewarding part of this project for me. A
special thanks goes to Klysler Yen, who helped to select the
photo of his wife, Master Bow Sim Mark, and was invaluable as calligrapher and translator.”
As Mister Yen puts it; “at their root, the different styles
of Tai Chi are all one; techniques come from fighting, but the
knowledge-from the Tao.

YMAA AROUND THE WORLD

Chinese medicine views people as ecosystems in miniature. It seeks to improve our capacity to balance and renew
our resources. Chinese medicine
minimizes the erosion of our soil
by enriching it, maximizes the
flow of nutrients by increasing
our circulation and helps in many
ways to prevent bottlenecks and
obstructions to our energy. Western medicine often intervenes
only after a crisis has arisen. Chinese medicine attempts to anticipate problems. By maintaining
our interior landscape and correcting depletion and stagnation
at an earlier stage, greater problems, which could occur
later, are avoided. Sometimes Western medicine has nothing
to offer for certain nagging, chronic complaints. In such
cases Chinese medicine can help. Chinese and Western
medicine are not substitutes for each other, but they are
complementary. Whereas Western medicine often heroically
rescues us, Chinese medicine can protect and preserve our
health on a daily basis, helping to slow down the aging
process.

NEW FACE IN TOWN
Yang’s Martial Arts Association (YMAA) has rolled out
the welcome mat for Angela Laughinghart.
She’s the director of a new YMAA school in Milwaukee.
Laughinghart has practiced Chinese Martial Arts for more
than 13 years and is dedicated to preserving the way of Dr.
Yang, Jwing-Ming’s method of teaching and culture in
America and worldwide. She has studied with YMAA since
1991.

FAMILIAR FACE IN TOWN
It was a big surprise to see Phil Goldman back in
Boston at a recent YMAA Pushing Hands seminar. Goldman, a popular YMAA Tai Chi instructor, has taught in
Thailand for the past two years ago. Even though he
dropped a few pounds, he hasn’t lost a step. A man of many
talents, Goldman is the former editor and layout director of
YMAA newsletter. He now resides in Cranston, Rhode
Island.
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KUNG FU ARTIST
OF THE YEAR
ne of the more exciting things to happen earlier this year
was the recognition Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming received
from Black Belt Magazine. After all of the votes were counted,
Sara Fogan, managing editor, Black Belt, informed Dr. Yang that
he had been chosen Kung Fu Artist of the Year for 2003.
Mark Cheng, L.Ac. wrote the following article that appeared
in the January 2004 issue in recognition of this prestigious award
to Dr. Yang:

O

While scores of people claim
to have worked miracles for the
expansion of the Chinese martial
arts in America, few can back up
their statements as convincingly as
the Boston, Massachusetts-based Yang,
Jwing-Ming.
He once announced his dream to the
American public: “I want to lead Chinese martial artists in the West back to their roots and help
them regain their original high level of skill and
public respect. I also wish to bring chi kung training
to the Western world and have it accepted by the
Western medical society once and for all.”
And he never looked back.
It all started when he arrived in the United
States to pursue graduate-level studies in West
Lafayette, Ind. He immediately set about spreading
his wealth of knowledge of white-crane kung fu,
Shaolin long-fist kung fu and yang-style tai chi chuan.
Having taught extensively at colleges in Taiwan, he
was no stranger to methodical, progressive and logical instruction. His teaching philosophy became
more evident in 1984, when he launched Yang’s
Martial Arts Association Publication Center and it
started churning out copious numbers of instructional and reference books. His texts and videos-and
later his DVDs-quickly gained a reputation for providing new insights into ancient arts.
While many other martial arts historians have
attempted to translate classical Chinese writings
from lone-gone masters into modern English, Yang
has risen above his peers. He has produced some of
the world’s most scholarly translations covering everything
from Shaolin long fist to chin-na to chi kung.
Despite his formidable reputation as an instructor, he
decided to play the student again and study under Liang
Shou-Yu, a high ranked wushu authority from China’s
Sichuan province, who is now based in Canada. The pair
co-authored some of the most comprehensive English-language books available on such varied arts as hsing-ichuan, pa
kua chang and tai chi chuan. Their works are richly illustrated
with techniques, historical anecdotes and theories-as well
as a comprehensive listing of Chinese-language source
6

texts, which makes them invaluable for scholars of the
Asian fighting arts.
Currently, Yang oversees branch schools around the
globe, from the Middle East to the Eastern Europe to New
England. He maintains a hectic travel schedule so he can
conduct his popular seminars and scout new talent for
YMAA’s publishing plans. Not content to stay within the
boundaries of the martial arts, he recently published a book
about tui-na massage methods from renowned Chinese
Physician Xu Xiangcai.
In recent years, Yang’s diligent efforts have elevated the
level of study, progress and understanding of all people
who have a passion for the Chinese martial arts and traditional Chinese medicine. For his extensive contributions in
these areas, Black Belt recognizes Yang Jwing-Ming as its
2003 Kung Fu Artist of the Year.

World Tai Chi Day
Those of us who teach Tai Chi and Qigong have all
had students who have found great relief from balance
disorders, chronic pain, allergies, asthma, high blood
pressure and a host of other ailments. Therefore, the collective goodwill of exporting this information to the
masses worldwide is very gratifying for all participants.
One of the ways to do this is during World Tai Chi Day
at 10 am on Saturday, April 24, 2004. This annual event
received worldwide coverage last year on CNN, Fox
News, and The New York Times to name just a few.

INTERNATIONAL
YMAA Qualified Active Instructors:
(March 31, 2004)
MASTER: Shaolin/Taijiquan
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
INSTRUCTORS:
Shaolin
Jeffrey Bolt (Houston, TX)
George Dominguez (Boston, MA)
Taijiquan
Jeffrey Bolt (Houston, TX)
Jeffrey Pratt (Boston, MA)
Jeffrey Rosen (Boston, MA)
Roger Whidden (Marshfield, MA)
Vadas Mihaly (Hungary)
Shaolin ASST. INSTRUCTORS
Adam Dzieciatko (Gdansk, Poland)
Adam Wypart (Katowice, Poland)
Alex Kiesel (Andover, MA)
Bartlomiej Grad (Krakow, Poland)
Christopher Fazzio (Andover, MA)
Celso Barja (Portugal)
Corlius Birkill (South Africa)
James O’Leary (Boston, MA)
James Yang (Boston, MA)
Jaroslaw Koza (Gdynia, Poland)
John Gilbert Jones (Seattle, WA)
Karol Lubecki (Gdynia, Poland)
Kazimierz Szyrowski (Poland)
Krzysztof Marcinek (Gdansk, Poland)
Maciej Ciesielski (Gdynia, Poland)
Makula Zsolt (Hungary)
Marek Sadowski (Gdynia, Poland)
Mark Seidel (Scranton, PA)
Mariusz Sroczynski
Mike Orlandella (Boston, MA)
Mike Vasicek
Narcyz Latecki (Acton, MA)
Pawel Antonowicz (Gdansk, Poland)
Pedro Rodrigues (Portugal)
Piotr Czerepuk (Gdansk, Poland)
Rafal Kulbalka (Gdansk, Poland)
Rafal Szulkowski (Sopot, Poland)
Ramel Rones (Boston, MA)
Ravi Dixit (Boston, MA)
Robert Was (Krakow, Poland)
Simon Pang (Boston, MA)
Tai D. Ngo (Boston, MA)
Targos Mariusz (Wroclaw, Poland)
Tomir Kaczmarek (Poland)
Victor Casqueiro (Portugal)
Zbigniew Panasewicz (Krakow Poland)
Taijiquan
Adam Wypart (Poland)
Alex Kiesel (Andover, MA)
Barbara Wypart (Poland)
Carol Shearer-Best (Boston, MA)
Charles Yotte (Paris, France)
Chris Hartgrove (Boston MA)
Corlius Birkill (South Africa)
Dennis Willmont (Boston, MA)
Florence Leonard (Paris, France)
Gerard Ashe (Boston, MA)
Harold Dupuis (Paris, France)
James Noble (Boston, MA)
James O’ Leary (Boston, MA)
Jaroslaw Koza (Poland)
Jean-Louis Laneres (Paris, France)
John Redmond (Derry, NH)
Joseph Best Jr. (Boston, MA)
Kazimierz Szyrowski (Gdansk, Poland)
Kovesdi Andras (Hungary)
Ludovico Romeo (Napoli, Italy)
Marek Sadowski
Marius Sroczynski (Warsaw, Poland)
Mark Falco (Andover, MA)
Mark Rits (Boston, MA)
Nicole Laneres (Paris, France)
Pascal Plee (Paris, France)
Paul Blake III (Andover, MA)
Paul Mahoney (Boston, MA)
Pedro Rodrigues (Portugal)
Pedro Graca (Portugal)
Phil Goldman (Boston, MA)
Piotr Ziemba (Poland)
Ramel Rones (Boston, MA)
Robert Was (Krakow, Poland)
Sarkozi Ildiko (Budapest, Hungary)
Victor Casqueiro (Portugal)
Victor Marques (Charenton, France)
Chin Na
Aaron Damus
Charles Yotte
Corlius Birkill
David W. Grantham
David Camara
Douglas Johnstone
Glenn Burleson
Jim Noble

Joseph Caulfield
Mark Rits
Mike Vasicek
Mike Johnstone, Nick Woolley,
Pascal Plee, Paul Green,
Stephen Frankel and Victor Marques
COACH INSTRUCTORS:
Pascal Plee (Paris, France)
Pascal Mongellaz (Martinique)
Milan Vigil (Memphis, TN)
Parviz Sassanian (Holland)
Erik Elsemans (Belgium)
Carol Stephenson (Dublin, Ireland)
Lewis Paleias (Hollywood, FL)
Richard Levesque (Quebec, Canada)

YMAA Poland Gdansk Ujescisko
ul. Plocka 5/7
81-180 Gdansk Ujescisko Poland
Director: Piotr Czerepuk
Tel: 48 58 309 98 55
YMAA Poland, Gdansk-1
ul. Dabrowszczakow 30M/14
80-364 Gdansk, Poland
Director: Kazimierz Szyrowski
Mobile Tel: + 48 602 701 886
Tel: + 48 58 553 74 19

YMAA Headquarters Locations

YMAA Poland, Gdansk-2
ul. Myczkowskiego 5/7
80-215 Gdansk, Poland
Director: Pawel Antonowicz
Tel: 48 58 347 69 99

YMAA International Headquarters
38 Hyde Park Avenue
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130 USA
Director: Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming
Tel: (617) 524-8892
Fax: (617) 524-8049
email: ymaaboston@aol.com

YMAA Poland, Gdansk Wrzeszcz
ul. Myczkowskiego 4/28
Director: Adam Dzieciatko
Tel: +48 0-1033-58 345-73-97
Mobile Tel: +48 0-502-895-172
email: adam@ymaa.prv.pl
website: www.ymaa.prv.pl

YMAA East European Headquarters
ul. J. Kustronia 50
30-433 Krakow Poland
Director: Robert Was
Tel/Fax: +48 12 2604020 or 4021
email: ymaa@cis.com.pl

YMAA Poland, Gdansk-4
ul. Skiby 5d/5
80-617 Gdansk, Poland
Director: Krzysztof Marcinek
Tel: +48 58 305 96 32

YMAA French Headquarters
Academie d’Arts Martiaux
34, rue de la Montagne
Ste Genevieve, 75005 Paris France
Director: Pascal Plee
Tel: 1 44 41 63 20 Fax: 1 44 41 6322
YMAA Portugal Amadora
Rua Moreira Cardoso, No2, 1-Apt. 4
Quinta Do Borel, 2720-388 Amadora
Director: Pedro Rodrigues
Tel/Fax: 351 214956123
Email: ymaap@netc.pt
wwwymaaPortugal.com
YMAA African Headquarters
PO Box 12143
Hatfield, Pretoria, 0028
Director: Corlius Birkill
Tel/Fax: 27(0)12 362 5568
Email: school@ymaasa.co.za
www.ymaasa.co.za
YMAA Branch Schools (America)
YMAA No. Andover
65 Flagship Dr., S-B
N. Andover, MA 01845
Director: Alex Kiesel
Tel: (978) 725-3600
Fax: (978) 725-8929
email: yangsandov@aol.com
www.yangsandover.com
YMAA Marshfield
822 Webster Street
Marshfield, MA 02050
Director: Roger Whidden
Tel: (781) 834-9161
YMAA Houston
9521 Westheimer #379
Houston, TX 77063
Director: Jeffrey A. Bolt
Tel: (713) 781-4483
Fax: (713) 781-4487
YMAA Tulsa
11204 E. 13th St.
Tulsa, Ok. 74128-4840
Director: Thomas Bowman
Tel: (918) 437-3949
Fax: (918) 855-4222
Email: ymaatulsa@intcon.net
East Europe
YMAA Hungary, Budapest 1
Leanyfalu Pf. 32
2016 Budapest, Hungary
Director: Vadas Mihaly
Tel/Fax: +36 26 314 403
email: vadasm@elender.hu
YMAA Hungary
Csan Buddhista Kozosseg
1111 Budapest, Krusper u. 9.
Director: Lofti Farhad
FAX: + 36 26 380 221
YMAA Hungary, Dunaujvaros
Bocksai Istvan u. 1./D 3./3.
2400 Hungary
Directors: Kovesdi Andras/Horvath
Peter
Tel: +36 70 211 8550
Email: andras_kovesdi@egon.gylaoglo

YMAA Poland, Warszawa
Osrodek ÒDEESISÓ Ul. Panska 75
00-834 Warszawa, Poland
Director: Mariusz Sroczynski
Tel: 48 604 855 400
email: ymaawarszawa@kki.net.pl
www.ymaa.warszawa.prv.pl
YMAA Poland, Sopot-Gdynia
ul. Burzynskiego 3C/9
80-462 Gdansk, Poland
Director: Rafal Szulkowski
Tel: + 48 58 346 84 11
Fax: + 48 5018 66313
email: szulkowski@poczta.onet.pl
www.kreatif.com.pl/ymaa
YMAA Poland Gdynia
ul. Przebendowskich 31a
81-526 Gdynia, Poland
Director: Maciej Ciesielski
Tel: 0048 58 668 57 33
Mobile: 0048 501 668 653
email: mmeyer@wp.pl
www.taichigdynia.repulika.pl
YMAA Poland, Katowice
ul. Piastowska 3/14
40-005 Katowice, Poland
Director: Adam Wypart
Tel: + 48 32 203 30 13
Tel: + 48 603 670 254
email: www.ymaa.pl
West Europe
YMAA Portugal, CGDAF
C.C. Babilonia
R Elias Garcia, 362-D, Bloco A-4o
2700-377 Amadora
Director: Pedro Rodrigues
Tel/Fax: 351 214989810
www.ymaaPortugal.com
YMAA Portugal, Lisboa
Ginasio Mega Craque, Clube Faia
R. Prof. Benyo Jesus Caraca
Telheiras-1600 Lisboa
Director: Pedro Rodrigues
Tel: 351 217567440
Fax: 351 217567453
email: ginasioscraque@ip.pt
www.ymaaPortugal.com
YMAA France, Charenton-AMT
22 rue Jean Moulin
94 300 Vincennes, France
Director: Victor Marques
Tel: 06 82 04 33 11
email: ymaacharenton.com
YMAA Italy, Napoli
Via C. Carelli 18
80128 Napoli, Italy
Director: Ludovico Romeo
Tel: 081 5763521
Fax: 081 5789336
email: ymaanapoli@libero.it
YMAA Provisional Schools
North America
YMAA Florida
3171 Emerald Lane
North Port, FL 34286
Director: Brian Ahern
Tel: (941) 423-4446

YMAA-Florida Gold Coast
1801 s. Ocean Drive #608
Hollywood, FL 33019
Director: Lewis Paleias
Tel/Fax: (954) 925-8743
email:cloud chi@aol.com
YMAA Milwaukee
619 East Pleasant; P.O. Box 511616
Milwaukee, WI 53203-0271
Director: Angela Laughingheart
Tel: (414) 347-9097
Toll free: 1 866-235-4039
email: milwaukee_taijiquan@msn
www.geocities.com/milwaukee
YMAA Memphis
P. O. Box 11532
Memphis, TN 38111
Director: Milan Vigil
Tel: (901) 332-3311
email: ymaamemphis@yahoo.com
YMAA - Raleigh
104 Hoboken Ct. Apex, NC 27502
Director: Henry Lai
Tel: (919) 387-4193
email:ymaa_raleigh@yahoo.com
www.geocities.com/ymaa_raleigh
YMAA CT-RI
24 Pierce Street, Westerly, RI 02891
Director: Brian Cooper
Tel: (860) 535-4900
Fax: (860) 535-9110
YMAA Canada, Quebec
616B St-Vallier
Ouest Quebec, PQ, G1N 1C5
Director: Richard Levesque
Tel/Fax: (418) 529-9258
email: ymaa.canada@3web.net
YMAA Canada Val-Alain, Quebec
11745E Rang Val-Alain
Quebec GOS 3HO
Director: Richard Levesque
Tel/FAX: (418)529-9258
email: ymaa.canada@3web.net

YMAA Italy, Rome
Via Flavio Stilicone 213
00139 Rome, Italy
Director: Allesandro Lori
Tel: +39 3403522325
email: ymaaitaly@tiscali.it
www.ymaaitaly.it
YMAA Ireland, Dublin
28 The Lawns Woodbrook Glen Bray
Co. Wicklow
Director: Paul Moran
Tel: 011 3531 2814901
email: longfist@scmaa.ie
www.longfist.com
YMAA Ireland, Galway
245 Castle Park
Ballybane, Galway
Director: David Joyce
Tel: 353 91 770246
YMAA London
44 Lincoln Inns Fields
London WC2 3PX
United Kingdom
Director: Olivier E. Pardo
Daytime Tel: 0207 269 3431
email: ymaalondon@hotmail.com
YMAA, UK, Liverpool
6, Meadway
Netherton, Merseyside
United Kingdom L30 1SE
Director: Thomas William Conlan
Tel: 0044 015 1476 6913
email: ymaaliverpool@hotmail.com
www.liverpooltaichi.mersinet.co.uk
YMAA, UK, Chester
The Old Chapel off Houle Lane
Chester, Cheshire England
Director: Mark Delamere
Tel/Fax: 01244 851 413
email: mark@corestar.fsnet.co.uk

YMAA Caraibe
24 rue de la Ferme
97200 Fort De France
Director: Pascal Mongellaz
Martinique (French West Indies)

YMAA Belgium, Leuven
Uilekot 26
B-3210, Lubbeek
Director: Erik Elsemans
Cell Phone: +32 (0)497 46 26 22
Fax: +32 (0)16 65 70 10
email: ymaabelgium@hotmail.com
web site: www.ymaa.be

East Europe

Africa

YMAA Poland, Gniezno
ul. Cierpiegi 23/4
62-200 Gniezno, Poland
Director: Piotr Ziemba
Tel 1: 48 61 424 29 17
Tel 2: 48 603 07 17 11
Fax: + 48 61 4251084

YMAA Winchester Hills
404 Devereaux Ave
Winchester Hills, Exit 1
Johannesburg
Director: Mark van den Berg
Tel: +27(0)11 433 9079
Cell: 082 773 8521
email: mvdberg@aarl.co.za

YMAA Poland, Belchatow
ul. Klonowa 20
97-400 Belchatow, Poland
Director: Mariusz Kwasniewski
Tel: 48 44 632 38 15
YMAA Cedry Wielke - Poland
ul. wirki i Wigury 14d/1
80-463 Gdansk Zaspa
Director: Piotr Pohnke
Tel: $48 58 683 62 86
YMAA Hungary, Budapest 2
XI. Krusper U.9
Budapest, Hungary
Director: Lotfi Farhad
Tel: +36 302 2426
YMAA Hungary, Balatonlelle
Balatonlelle, Hungary
Director: Borbelly Attila
Tel: 85 354 156
West Europe
YMAA Portugal, Almada
Academia Almadense
Apartado 747
2800-603 Almada, Portugal
Director: Tony Richard
email:almada@ymaaPortugal.com
www.ymaaPortugal.com
YMAA France, Marennes
11 bis Rue du Colt Lucas
17320 Marennes,France
Director: Giroir Didier
Tel: 05 46 47 42 82

South America
YMAA Chile
Jesus 755, La Reiha
Santiago, Chile
Director: Efrain Telias Gutierrez
Tel/Fax: 56 2 2275462
email: ymaachile@hotmail.com
www.geocities.com/ymaachile/index.html
YMAA Venezuela
Calle Bolivar
Centro Comercial San Antonio #93
San Antonio de los Altos
Director: Luis Efrem Nunez A.
Tel: 582 373-4578
Fax: 582 383-4232
email:ymaavenezuela@cantv.net
YMAA Argentina
TTE. Gral. J.D.Peron 1252 - 4th Fl.
52
(1038) Capital Federal
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Director: Mario Schwarz
Tel/Fax: (114) 372-4785
email: acupuntores@ciudad.com.ar
Middle East
YMAA Iran
P.O. Box 16315-1867
Tehran, Iran
Director: Shermin Rezaei-Dorji
Tel/Fax: 0098 21 8767966

YMAA Holland, Enschede
Roerstraat 14
7523 TM Enschede, Holland
Director: Parviz Sassanian
Tel & Fax: 31 53 430 24 26
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Dan Hood
YMAA News
4354 Washington St.
Roslindale, MA 02131 USA
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Many YMAA members have already received word that
hard copies of this newsletter will no longer be mailed to
them. Now you can download copies of the newsletter by
clicking on to YMAA Boston and clicking again on
NEWSLETTERS. You must have Adobe Acrobat installed
on your computer so you can download the newsletter in
a PDF format. In addition, there’s also an abundance of
information posted on upcoming YMAA seminars, and
the latest books and DVDs written and filmed by Dr.
Yang, Jwing-Ming. Enjoy.

Attention Authors
YMAA Publication Center continues to seek manuscripts on
Martial Arts and Qigong. If you’ve got a book to publicize, let
us know.
Write or e-mail
David Ripianzi/YMAA Acquisitions Dept.
4354 Washington St.
Roslindale, MA. 02131 USA
e-mail: davidr@ymaa.com
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